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UCF Library lacks fUnds to.buy books
by Mike Griffin
Future staff

A legislative budget cut in the -state
university system has resulted in a
"serious . shortag-e" of funds for the
library.
The library director, Lynn Walker,
said the library received over
$150,000 less than last year's allocation. "We received enough to maintain our periodical commitments ... but
not enough to buy new books."
Walker said the majority of the
allocation goes toward the subscrip-

tion to periodicals and journals. In ad- library. "We (UCF) are having a very
dition to the subscription rates, the serious funding problem."
Funds are allocated by the
library must pay binding fees to comle~islature with approval by the. goverpile yearly volumes of the journals.
He added that the administration is nor. The budget for the entire state
attempting to "identify other sources" university system is then given to the
of funds to increase the $ 711,~05 Board of Regents, which divides the
money up between the universities acallocation.
John Goree, vice president in charge cording to school population.
of. Business Affairs, said the library will
President .Trevor Colbourn said the
have to operate within its allocation.
legislative budget approved by Gov.
"There are no other sources," Goree Bob Graham shced more than $3
said.
million froin the universit)r system.
Goree added that the expense cuts af- "This, coupled with the rapid esca]afected the entire university_, not just the tion in the . cost of .p eriodicals and

books,, caused the problem."
However, Colbourn said that there
may be alternate sources of funds for
the library. "A study is being <?Onducted as to whether or not there are
funds available." Colbourn said that Walker will be
meeting with Dr. Frank Juge, vice
president of Academic \ff airs, to
discuss economizing and locating new
Fuiids which ~ould enable the library
to overcome its money problems.
"We need to take a hard look at the
periodical list and find the ones we
Library, page 4·

,Homecoming
concert date
rescheduled

'Committee'
endorsement
investigated ·
by Dennis Long

Though rumors of a no-show were
flying,' it is "pretty certain" that the
rock group Pablo Cruise will be
headlining this year's homecoming
concert, said Dave Bartholemew, Concert Committee chairman.

Future staff

Five student senate candidates endorsed by a group called the Committee for Responsible Leadership- may
have been endorsed by only one
member of the commi.ttee. The other
four committee members denied that
they agreed to the endorsement a·nd
also denied that the committee even exists.

However, the concert date has been
moved up from Nov. 4 to Nov. 1.
Bartholemew sa.id the rumors began
last week when the band's second promoter, besides UCF student government, backed out._

Rob Rotter, an incumbent senate
candidate, said early Tuesday afternoon that he told fellow committee
members George Chandler, Mark
Donaldson and Kathleen Johnson . a
week ago· that he wanted the commit- .
tee to issue endorsements. When none
of. the three objected, Rotter said he
assumed he had their "tacit approval."

Pablo Cruise was scheduled to per. form four Florida concerts during
UCF's ' homecoming week. Three of
those concerts were canceled when the
·second promoter left. Pablo Cruise
subsequently requested an earlier performance for UCF .students since it did
not want to wai_t until_Nov. 4 to complete its Southeastern tour, explained
Paul Fran~~se, St~dent Center program director.
Franzese. and Bartholemew
discovered that moving the Pablo
Cruise co.ncert to an earlier Nov. 1 date
Concert, ·page 10

"There is no Committee for
Responsible Leadership."
George Chandler,
student body president
Pam Glmson/Future

However, Chandler, Donaldson and
Johnson denied that Rotter consulted
them about making endorseme~ts of
.any candidates and they also denied
the committee still exists.

UCF student Cyndi Peterson steps into the voting booth during senate elections Tuesday and· Wednesday. For the story and election results, see page 3.

Rotter originally said Gates was the tee to determine if" statutes had been
only committee member he didn't talk violated.
"There is no committee for Responsi- to about the endorsement. But, TuesMagnant doubted that disciplinary
ble Leadership," .Chandler said "It's day evening he retracted his statement
that
he
had
mentioned
the
endorseaction could be taken under the
something Rob (Rotter) and maybe a
statutes since they may conflict with
few others a re doing. It' s.iega l but I menf to Chandler.
wjsh he would have chosen another
Rotter said he couldn't remember constitutional protections of free
name."
whether or not he mentioned the en- speech. However, he said, "In my opiHe also nion, the Committee for Responsible·
dorsement to Chandler.
According to Johnson the committee
described his conversations with Leadership has violated the intent of
"ceased to exist" in winter quarter
Donaldson and Johnson as "very low· the elections statutes."
after printing a newsletter advising
lubs and organizations how to ac- key and very informal," and added
they may have forgotten that he talked
quire Student Government funding.
Rotter denied that he had violated
to
th m b cause of the casual way he
Donaldson aid the last time he attendthe intent of the statutes in any way
d a committee meeting was in April. mentioned the endorsement.
and said: "the intent of the statutes is
Another committee member, Ray
Elections Commission Sup"ervisor not as clear as it should be. Other canGate , agre d with Johnson rhat fhe Paul Magnant said th re will b an in- didates can do the same thing.'· The
committee disbanded in winter ve. tigation of candidates endorsed or committe(''s endorsements did not inquarter.
otherwist• a ff ii iated with the commit- clude Rotter's name.

-ins·i de-

Norman waits for you on page 4.
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At A Glance

WHY JOI

Events

-A
SCIENCE
CENTER

The New Age Steppers Cluhcombining visu<:tl arts and music will have a
"mix-media dance" tomorrow from 8 p.m. to mi~Ptight in the Student
Center Auditorium. There will be a slide show of djfferent artists' works
along with Reggae and experimental bands. Dance music will be provided
in between each set.

•

•••

BECAUSE WE OFFER MORE THAN SCIENCE ...
e MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT
.
e PLANETARIUM, PROGRAMS
e PUBLIC OBSERVATORY
e FREE FEATURE FILMS EACH WEEKEND
e TRAVEL TO FARAWAY PLACES
e INFORMAL OUTINGS
e OFF .BEAT LECTURE SERIES
e ENRICHMENT CLASSES
e HANDS ON EXHIBITS AND DISPLAYS .
e SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
•PLUS A WHOLE LOT MORE ...
STUDENT MEMBERSHIPS ONLY $8.50 PER YEAR

The Student Social Work Advisory Association and the Soc:ial Work
Faculty will have a Social Work Career Day on Sept. 30, from 10 to 1 p.m.
. ' in UCF's Village Assembly Room.
Students will be acquainted with the public and private agencies serving
the Central Florida community. Exhibits will provide information about
the agencies. Representatives will talk to students about job requirements
and responsibilities, as well as about volunteer and field placement opportunities.
·

•••

The 1981 UCF Golf Classic will be Sept. 28 at Errol Estate and Country .
Club, Apopka.
. This seventh annual tournament, sponsored by the UCF Foundation,
Inc., is a two-man team championship. Chairman Dennis McNamara said
the proceeds from the classic go to the university's golf team.
.
Registration begins at 10 a.m. and shotgun start ~s scheduled for 1 p.m.
The $1 SO per· person entry fee includes greens fee, cart, refreshments and
buffet. For more information or a brochure contact the UCF Public Affairs
Office at X-2504.

.

..

Ray Rettinger, district manager for Lanier Business Products, will be the
guest speaker at the Sept. 29 meeting of the Marketing Club. Mr. Rettinger
At A Glance, page .13

TOWNHOUSES FOR RENT!

JOHN YOUNG SCIENCE CENTER
~OLLINS STREET, ORLANDO

BRAND NEW! 2 BDRM 1Y2 BATH

810 EAST
896-7151

All .APPUANCES INCLUDING WASHER/DRYER,
DISHWASER, CARP-', PRAPES, PATIO!'

IF YOU-LIKE BAN.K ING
· MADE EASY
YOU'LL ·L OVE US.

,WALK TO UCFI

......z
...

ICHAWAM

CONTAC~CARlMYERS

A

~·

•

REAL ESTATE ONE INC.

AlAFA'iA

The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
located just·minutes from the
.u.c.F. campus. we have spacious
parking, fast drive in tellers and
two CITIZENS 24 HR automated
tellers in Oviedo and at u.c.F. in
the new A.T.M~ building. All to .
make banking ·easy for you.
Everything you.will ever
.need from a Full service Bank is
yours at ... ~

YOUR MONTHLY RENT IS ONLY:
•10s ea. W/3 roomates
•140 ea. W/2 roomates
•210 ea. W/1 roomate

·NOW.SERVING BREAKFAST 6:30-11:00 AM
Ham, Roast Beef, Turkey, Swiss Cheese

JASON DELUXE
HOAGIE
.
ROAST BEEF (Available in Brat Jr.)
HAM'N CHEESE (Available in Brat Jr.)
CORNED BEEF (Available in Brat. Jr.)
REUBEN

st.is, I

Corned Beef, Swiss Cheese, Sauerkraut
TURKEY ·(Available in Brat Jr.)
PASTRAMI smoked & ~P.icy

$1.90

I

·$1:9S I

I
fL85 I
St.as· I
IL§5 I
$1.15 I
$1.70
$1.70 I
I
$2.20

.

5 oe 0 FF II
COUPON - - ,

ANY REGULAR
SANDWICH OR
SALAD PLATIER
WITH THIS COUPON.
YOU MAY
PURCHASE UP TO
3 SANDWICHES WITH
· THIS SINGLE

COUPON EXPIRES

Oct. S, 1981 ·

.._ - ... - - - - -

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I

I
i

ll!lm-..

MUCH MUCH ~MORE

YOUR FRIENDLY

@MEMBER FDIC

r- s2.oo

.s2~00 .

SALAD BAR
PLATTER 1.94 . BOWL
1.35

P.O. BOX 729 •

$2..0S

Ham, Turkey, Cotto Salami, Provolone Cheese

CHICKEN FILLET
KIELBASA
SALAMI
CHEESE SANDWICH

156 GENEVA DRIVE •

644-6244 .

UCF

OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

(305) 365-6611

PH. 331-4241 ORCARRYOUT
990 Semoran at Red Bug Road

DINEIN

.

NEXT TO BIG 10 TIRE STORE

CASSELBERRY,FLA.32707

.~
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Election results
.

.

Run-offs highlight 14th Student Senate races
by Dennis Long

College of Business: Tom Johnston
and Michelle Latour, Seat 3; Charlene
Moss and Tom Oros, Seat 7.

Future 1taff

Manglardi~

Brian Parker, Seat 3; Susan A.lison
Golda, Seat 4; Jewell Johnson, Seat 5;

Seat 13.

Ten of the student senate's 45 seats
At-Large: Mike Scanlon, Seat 1;
wound up in run-offs and will be conJerri Goldberg, Seat 2; Dave· BarCollege of Health: Steve Ralston and . tholomew, Seat 3; Pat Cornelius, Seat
eluded in run-off' election~ on Sept.
29th and 30th. Following i~ a list of Michelle _Young, Seat ·l; Jackie Benton 4; Mike Messina, Seat 5.
the run-off races to be decided next . and Vickie Gates, Seat 2.
week.
College of Business:
Kathleen
College of Arts and Sciences: Robert
The winners of the elections are Johnson, Seat 1; .Nancy Stirling, Seat
2; Jeff Adair, Seat 4; Mark Bridwell,
Peterson and Rich West, Sea.t 2; Tom listed below:
Gregora and Tony Tassone, Seat 4;
Seat 5; Paul Simkins, Seat 6; Mark
Geary., Seat 8; Thomas Messina, Seat
Debor~h Adams and Judy Butler, Seat
9.
College of .Arts and Sciences: Dave 9.
Stan Halbert and Brian McDonell, Kiser, Seat I; Eileen Samelson, Seat 3~
Seat 1O; Elizabeth Perkins and Randal Laura Hoffman, · Seat 5;
David ·
Weeks, Seat 11; ~inda Gunter and Rodriguez, Seat 6; Cleve Acree, Seat 7;
College of Education: Bryan McScott Ryerson, Seat 12.
Jerin.ifer Joslin, Seat 8;
Michael Cullar, Seat 1; Vaness Godfrey, Seat 2;

NEED AUTO INSURANCE?
You need to call ... ·
898-2454

VISION EXAMINATIONS•·F RAMES & LENSES
CONTACT LENSES

...

10279 E. Colonial Dr. Union Park

273-7370

1

Liberal Studies: Glenn Bryant, Seat.
1; Dave Henderson, Seat 2.
Brevard: Tod McNeal, Seat 1.
South Orlando: Rob Rotti r, Seat I.
Daytona: Not available. -

1900 MURDOCK BLVD. UNION PARK
PHONE 275-5980
~ca E
·
ca

a

wi

r.i..

..,.

·DR. JOHN J. HAMMERLI·
·O PTOMETRIST

College of Engineering: Kim Sue
Veroski, Seat 1; Kim Ballard, Seat 2;
Vince Davila, Seat 3; Jerry Mack, Seat
4; John Pomber, Seat 5.

THE PERMANENT WAVE CO.

·~

,..

Stephen Croak, Seat 6.

]

Union Park·

Now we

~ ~ Shopping
=
· ...
ca ~ Plaza
E

·have an
electronic
system to
give you·
a perfect
perm.

g •

t

u

Q..

*•

.Murdock Rd.

.....

North

Recognized by Teddy Ulma and the
Institute of Advanced Hair Styling

ele~tronic eIJgineering

·

- - and

computer science ·
graduates

Talk 10
c7flotorola :s
Corpor:ate
Recrwter
About Our
Software
Engineering
Development
Program
~ampus

·@

lnte1Views September 28th
.M OTOROLA. INC.

Offering the new SPIRAL PERM for young adults
PERMANENT WAVE ......................$12.50
HAIR CUT ..................... ................•. $3.00 ·
SHAMPOO & SET.......................... $4.00
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERIZED PERM: .. $25.00
(1) Curly Look Perman~nt," (2) Soft Wave Permanent, or .
(3) Wash & Wear Permanent

IN

UNIVERSITY SQUARE
7416 UNIVERSITY BLVD

Salads
,

C-tt6f'~ ~

f"U'tt

~~~? ~e.Nw 11..h~ A JUL,l~

q= ~I~

AND

(f.V~~~ l~ _ ANP ~.

.

.

. Cheese Platters
Deli Sandwiches
Wines Beer
Weekend Entertainment
featuring:

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

I

John Charles Vasse

r
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by Dave Mitchell

Norman the Armadillo

Library-from p~ge

i .. ...- - - - - -... · - - - - - - - , . . . - - - - - -.. ·sEeN
------Wft.\C"\\N6 RERUNS OF
"T\4 T't.Jt '-lG.t-\ T ZC~G''
I

AG.Alf'J, 1: S'6ta= .'

don't really need, or could receive in
cheaper forms," Colbourn said.
Walker said that his staff constantly
reviews the listing of periodicals, ".but
any cuts we make there will not help us
this year, because we have subscription
obligations throughout the remainder
of the year."

*******

•

fOJUld.

** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *' * * * * * * * * *•
*

Florida Representative

ICE CREAM -SUPERMARKETS

·-------------,
I

I 50¢ OFF
I

SHAKES.FLOATS

.1 ICE CREAM SODAS

BOBBY BRANTLEY

.
.
I
r------------~

I!

Monday ~t 4:00 in the SO_
L

2 FOR 1 I

11
SUNDAES ·II
I I

Open Discussion & Slide Presentation
.

,.

u~lori~a

Prison Oversight Committee Findings"

l~!~.!.~!!!~~~!!!.1_J L_E_!~!~:.?.!:!:!:.!.9.!~J :EVERYONE
_9!EN
10 A.M. to,l 0 P.M.

678-0637

7 438 University Blvd.
University Square

:

**

••
,.,.
,.,.
••
,.
,.
,.

,.

~-

WELCOME_!!! Pit

Bo x 26232 •Orla ndo . FL 32816 :

*********************** **************

j

·M ARKETPLACE
carpool
1966 VW rebuilt 1500cc engine, new brakes,
mechanically sound, runs well. $800 firm. Ph.
671-6073.

for rent

Share ride from Cocoa: Tuesday, 10-:2, Thursday
10-3. C~ll 632-4391.

New townhouse, walking distance from UCF.
Designed · for professionals and families. 2bedroom, 1Y2-bath, garage, patio, refrigerator,
i----------------4 range, dishwasher, disposal, hook-up for washer
Laser, helium-neon, used less than 10 hours for
and dryer. Absolutely beautiful! $395. The Realty
display. S250. Call 859-9795.
f 00ffiffi
Store, Realtors, 671-1938:

atP.S

1980 Supr1 Cellca "loaded", $9,000 or pay-off
value. Excellent condition. Call Tina at 851-6266
·after 5:30_PM.
1978 Suzuki 550 GS, fairing, case covers, cruise
control, back rest, cover, helmets, very clean;
complete senlce record Hailable. Attachment
and speakers for stereo. Runs excellent! 45-50
MPG. $1500. Call Bill, 425-2075.
1977 Honda Civic 4-speed station wagon. 45,000
miles, good condition, good gas mileage, AM/FM
radio, good Michelin tires. $2800. Call after 6 PM,
671-2589.
.
1978 Honda 400 Hawk, 10,000 miles. Great condition. 282-6035.
1974 Austin Marina 4 cylinder/30+ MPG. Very
good condition. $1,100. 349-5571 or 349-5740.
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS. Car-inv. value
$2143 sold for $100. For information on purchasing similar bargains, call 602-941-8014 Ext.
8587. Phone call refundable.
3 mobile homes· ·1982's,- brand new, never been
livedk
·
14x54, 2-bdrm 1·bath, $8,000
14x56, 2·bdrm. 2·bath, $8,200
14x70, 3-bdrm. 2·bath, $11,000
Call Juan at 365-5709.

------------------1

helpwaµted
Part-time typist, 5 PM to 9 PM.M·F. $4.50/hr. Call
851-4240, ask for Emanuel.
Would you like an opportunity to earn money while
attendin& college? If you are like most students,
the answer is y1s. Start working toward a brighter
future now. Call 671-5539.
Data entry personnel position 1Yailable. Part or
full-time. Winter Garden area. Prior experience on
APPLE II computers, secretarial skills helpful.
Brief resume with response. Reply to: Ford Avalon
Grove, P.O. Box 534, Winter Garden, FL, 32787.
Good flexible job for dependable studen~ for
custom cleanin1 service. Must hne car & phone.
$3.50/4.25 per hr. Call 671-7463 for interview.
Responsible indiYidllll needed to distribute
weekly newspaper. Must be available for nrty
Friday morning delivery. Approx. 3 hou"'S per
week. $10 salary. Call 275-2865 or stop by the ·
Future Business Office.

~mmediate roommate needed or a place to stay

before end of month. Call 282·5940. Place I have
is Y2 mile on SO near school.
Roommate wanted to share 3rd bedroom, Yi rent
& utilities. Str1Wberry Fields Apts. Call after 5
PM, 830-6235.

273-5610
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished $235-$260
2 Pools, le~nis Courts

typists
EXPERT tvPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.
1MPROVE YOUR GRADES, FAST ACCURATE
TY¥1NG, REASONABLE RATES! 10% DISCOUNT
WITH AD. Paper supplied, editing if requested.
exp., full-time ..Kathy's Typing Sel'Yice. 568-2969.
Excellence in TYPING helps the appearance and
the grade! Term papers, Thesis, Dissertations.
Materials supplied & editing available. Work done
on IBM Sel. II - 1 mi. from campus. Call Marti 3656874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:38 PM.

Roommate to share 2·bdrm. duplex. Near EJW,
On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall
Orange & Kaley. Washer, dryer. Quiet. I ·drive
Open·7 Days
Typing specialist for students & professors. IBM
every day -& will share. $150/mo. Call Bill, 425- • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , & Turabian style. Nancy· 851-4489.
2075.
Typing senice available, 11 years experience.
•
Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257.
Male, non-smoking roommate wanted to share
apt. Yz mile from UCF. $120/mo. & Y2 util. 277professional typing. Accuracy and neatness wiil be
5727 Tu!Th/Fr. PM or weekends.
hard to beat. 20 years' experience including
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
dissertations, master's papers, term papers, etc.
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Share 3-bdrm. house at 436 and E/W Expwy. $125
IBM typewriter, paper supplied. Close to campus.
Free Pap smear and breast exam
plus Y1 utilities. Share kitchen and bath. Ph. 282Call Judy, 677-1902 or 275-2351.
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
5159.
BETA Cen~er, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.
Sten+Type
Female needed to share 2·bdrm. 2-full bath apt.
TYPING--WORD PROCESSING
$220/mo., includes air util. & groc. Available Nov.
Dissertation • Theses
1, possibly before. Call Lisa, 277-~79 after 6 PM ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
851-5252
or weekends.
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential senices.
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. exCentral Florida Women's
Female roommate to share housing 'expense.
Health Organization .
perience at low rates; call DAY or EVENINGS 678Prefer serious student. Pet OK. 10 miles from
4360.
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
UCF. $100/mo. & Y2 util. Ph. after 6:00 PM,. 275898-0921
9728.
TYPING • Anything & everything. Very reasonable.
Call Holli. 677·5983 or 678-7371.

services

Fun female room-mate wanted. Completely furnished one bedroom, Haystacks East. Contact
Ceci Lester, 3450 Saddle Blvd. #89.

.- jJerson&J.
Discover inner energy and overcome stress.
Develop your full potential through the Transcen·
dental Meditation and TM-Sidhi programs. Info,
422-7100.

----

Gay Social Services of Central Florida offering
legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line
with trained members & special activities. For information call 843-2750.·

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY TEST,
LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confiden·
.tiality guaranteed. .Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours
a day: 422-0606; or toll free 1(800)432-8517.

Need a roommate? . Have something to sell? For
only 50¢ a line, students, faculty, & staff can advertise in the Marketplace & -reach the campus
market. Ads must be submitted In person & paid
for-at the time of placement. Call 275-2865 or stop
by the Business Office located next to the new
Health Center before 4:00 PM the Monday before
the ad is to be run.

gh£f!:oc
C)@linic

PHYSICIAN MANAGED
K'>IABl.lSllED 1973

...

_
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Improvement func{s aid
campus construction · ··

The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men and Women .. .Includes Hair Analysis

by Jim Abbott
Future st.ff

Construction of two new racquetball
courts at UCF is one of the projects being funded by the Capital Improvement Trust Fund, acG:ording to Vice
President of Business Affairs John P.
Goree.
·Goree said other projects to be funded by Capital Improvement money -include $750,000 worth of new athletic
facilities and ·a $1.2 million expansion
of the Science Auditorium.
University architect Dick Lavender
said construction of the racquetball
courts is scheduled to begin next 'week
and will be completed by November.
The cost of the new courts is $60,000.
Goree said that money for the
Capital Improvement Trust Fund is
taken from the tuition money of every
student in the state university system.
The Florida legislature then allocates
money to the nine state universities,
based on a list of needs submitted by
ea ch school.
"For this year we submitted a fiveyear, $10 million plan, in which we requested a field house and a stadium for
the campus," Goree said. "When this
plan didn't receive legislative approval, we had to settle f~r new locker
rooms, shower rooms and a weight
room, in order to satisfy the Title Nine
Act."
All university building programs
must be approved by the legislature.

~

9-5 Tues.-Sat.
Thurs. eve.
by appt. only

,...

CURRY FORD ROAD ...

7213 .Curry Fo.-d Rd.
Orlando

.

273-1313

c· · ·
•

"Without the CapHal Improvement
Fund we wouldn't have many of the
facilities that we now · have," Goree
said. "The Health Center, the Student
Center, tennis courts, baseball and
softball diamonds and the present racquetball courts were all made possible
by the Fund.''

WE HELP YOU SA VE MONEY

~
. ~.I

~~ ,

t

~t~ ct:\•

.

.._.~

.

~~

.n. ..(') .n.
'C i)•

_._.

I .n.

.

("\

t ,.

rlZZCf Ia ~ nlS craq e
.
'
. . .
·. ~
Hwy. 50 Just West Of Alafaya Tr.
·

·

(Fairway Shopping Ce:J;lter)'
.

FRI. & SAT.ll:OOAM-l:OOAM
SUNDAY l~OOPM-10:00PM

I BEER&WINE
~AVAILABLE

..

~ ..,.....,..~

~
~
~

\
~

Ii.

.

IMON.-T~!~l~~!~~OOPM

Although the University of Florida,
Florida State and the University of
South Florida all have larger student
populations than UCF, Goree said ~
U.CF was treated fairly by the ~
legislature in. its allocations.

@REDl<EN

r.-.--~-·--~-------------.------.-----

~

Renovation
of
the
Science
Auditorium will include enlarging the J
stage area, building a projection ~
~ooth, improving lighting and adding . ~
a workshop behind the auditorium. ~
The tenative completion date i~ ~
so~etimein 1983 .
~
UCF was also ·allocated $400,000 ~
for future dormitory furnishings. ~
Goree said that some of this money ~
will be used on the dorms that are now ~
being built.
~

Auto Insurance Specialists

.

WEARE HERE

OPEN

"The Board of Regents then appoints a
firm to design the structure and bids
are taken for construction.
Goree said that the individual student has little influence on •how
Capital Improvement money is spent,
although university offic.ials must
secure the approval of the student
government president before requests
are submitted to the State.

.Neuman Insurance Agency

.

Azeem Hairstyling

.....~··,,....,....,.........,..._,..

M1\\ '···
_!lz~rla "+-II~

.LARGE PIZZA
-FOR •
PRICE OF
MEDIUM
11 a.m~ • 3 p.lli.

· EXPIR~S: OCT. 8, 1981

~<$>~~~

~
§

'

~"~~f~--.:..St~
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE SISTERS OF
ALPHA DELTA PI, ALPHA CHI OMEGA,
DELTA DELTA DELTA, KAPPA DELTA
AND PI BETA PHI

ON A FANTASTIC FALL RUSH

IMMEDIATE BINDER

·I

OPEN SATURDAY

LOW PIP RATES

PHONE QUOTES

339-96831

. We Wish You The
Best Of Luck Always

BETIT N~UMAN, AGENT ,
1121 E. HWY. 436, ALTAMONTE SPRINGS. FLORIDA

Love,
The Sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha
~~

HAPPY HOUR
I

4-6 MON. • FRI.
ANew Beginning...
Ever feel like starting over again? You can . . ·
Jesus Christ offers a life So new, so different, so revolutionary those who find it
say it is like "being born all over again." In
fact, Jesus said, "Truly, truly, I say to you,
unless one is born again, he cannot see the
Kingdom of God." (John 3:3) Begin a new
life in Jesus Christ today . By faith accept
Him as your . s~vior . and confess Him. as
your Lord. (~omans 1'0:9-10)

55¢MUGS
$2.7$ PITCHERS

Let us shar:e Jesus with you
this Sunday at

The First Baptist
Church of Oviedo
FIVE MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAFAYA TRAI L
8:30 A.M. 11 :00 A.M. 7:00 P.M.
DR. WILLIAM R. MAJ\R, PASTQR.
STAN TIIIMAN. MIN ISTER OF YOUTH
AN D EDUCA"DON

.....--------------------------------------------------------------------~~~

~'
~

~
i
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1

Start the year right. "Take Command of your future, your #fe,
. and your morieY. The first two are up tQ you; but ComBanks
·
·. ·can help with the third ... yqur money.
. .Combanks' Command 24 card puts you in command of your
money 24 hours a day, seven days a week. .You can make a
deposit or withdrawal at any, convenient ComBank location. ·
- You can even ~erify your checking account balance.
Com_~ks is a full service bank that can help you with your
<{irfincial needs. Checking and Savings accounts. Loans.
,.~ ·. ~lf:~posit boxes. An<t.more. Visit your nearby ComBank
- "~ ,~,·~~~···t~:~~~·'.focation today.-lsrf~t'it- ti!71e for you to take command?
. ..~{1-~,~J:~;.~'-N}:s
·:-·~~~:~

./..<:;

West of ·
dministration Building,
, adjapent to the
. parking lot.

)

-

-

.

Com

Bank
0

Member FDIC
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Us, People
to merge
by Lee Elliott
Entertainment editor

In a startling revelation from the
slick tabloid industry, it was announced Thursday that the weekly
magazines People and Us are merging.

Rainy Day Women ...
These winsome ladies are part of the
"Umbrellas" exhibit at the Maitland
Center for the Arts. Also in the
show are lithographs, sculpture and
other mediums, all with the
ubiquitous umbrella.
Mary Wiison

Future

The new magazine will be called
Pus, combining the best of both
worlds, said a spokesman for People.
There had been momentary concern
from the publishers that the new name
may evoke poor response from readers.
Market researcher Stockton Whatley
eased those misgivings as he announced that "folks are so addicted to this
stuff, we could call t.he damned thing
Dog Food and they'd still pick it up."
"I don't know what all the fuss is
about," said the editor of Us. "We
merged with Hustler a few vears ago
and no one seemed to notice."
Fans of the magazines are assured
that favorite department.s wjll continue under the new name and format.
by Mark Schledom
The ever-popular Us center spread Future staff
"Abreast of the Times" will still
On the surface, Body Heat looks very much like The Postman Always Rings
feature marginal female celebrities in
Twice. As in Postman, an illicit affair leads to the murder of the woman's un- The next offering in an already strong
various stages of undress. Morgan - suspecting husband. But that's where the similarity ends.
line-up of films from the Student
Fairchild (bathing suits) will still make
From the opening credits, Body Heat oozes sensuality.
Center is ''The Stunt Man.'' If you see
·her obligatory appearances, as will
The story-is set in a West Palm Beach suburb where Ned Racine (William Hurt) only one film this quarter, let it be this
Victoria Principal (leotards) and
has a law practice catering to low-lifes who can't afford a good lawyer. He takes one. Peter 0'.Toole is dazzling as the
Charlene Tilton (tight sweaters).
his off-beat dimwittedness farther than he did in his role as the scientist in Alter.ed Mephistophelean director in this
People magazine's popular
States. Hurt is excellent as the sleazy bachelor in search of a one-night stand.
savagely intense, baffling and exciting
"Lifestyle" section will continue to
Upon meeting Matty Walker (Kathleen Turner) for the first time, he asks if she film from Richard Rush. Barbara Herprint hard-hitting philosophical comis happily married. "Married and well-tended,"~he replies. "I need someone to shey and Steve ("Manson") Railsback
mentary from Beautiful People on
tend me, to smooth out my shee~s," _says Hurt, "but only for tonight."
also star.
'
topics like drugs, sex, and designer
The clever cat-and-mouse dialog between Hurt and Turner seduces the au- Friday at 8:30, Sunday at 2 p.m. and
jeans.
dience into the story line and provides the groundwork for a climactic first en- 8:30 · in the engineering audito.rium.
"We have an exciting year lined up,"
counter.
Admission is 50 cents for students with.
said Pus staffer Rona Ramona, "We
Turner invites Hurt to her unoccupied mansion, teases him a l)it and t1:1mshim I.D., $ l.50 for the general public.
have an article from Bruce Jenner
away. He is left outside running obsessed from window to window like a wild Rated R.
about what it's like to marry a sex symanimal. He eventually smashes a plate glass window to take his more than willbol (his wife wrote it), an interview ,ing prey.
with Princess Diana's hairdresser's
Together Hurt and Turner add up to the sexiest couple on the big screen in remasseuse, and excerpts from the latest
cent years. The couple succesfully car~y all the acting in the. film, with a cameo
diet book."
appearance by Richard Crenna as her middle-aged husband.
"Sometime in the near future, we'll
Law~ence Kasdan, who wrote and directed the film, wo_rks the humid Florida
have an advice column from Britt
climate to give Body Heat a deservedly seedy look. This works particularly well
Ekland, Andy - Gibb's fav<?rite tuna
following tlie torrid love scenes, as tlie two emerge dripping with sweat.
recipes and an investigative report on
However, native Floridians will wonder why the woman's house doesn't have
death and dying."
air conditioning, if she's so rich.
Death and dying may sound like a
Body Heat delivers what th_; title promises and the surprise twist at the end
fairly grim topic for the formerly
leaves the audience stunned.
frivolous, cocaine and cleavage
oriented magazines, but Ms. Ramona
assured the media that "it's time for
Pus to focus OR issues close to everyone,
even the dull and middle-class and
by raul Gerardi
unknown. That's why we're going to · •-----~!!11111------•
Future
staff
the source for our information; experts
like Mary Tyler Moore and Shirley
Hello, friends. It's time for this week's word association test. The word is Joe .
Jones and Sid Vicious' mom, who've
Jackson. Rock 'n' Roll, you _say? Or maybe Beat µmsic is your answer. Wrong
actually lost a loved one."
on both counts. The correct response is Jive.
Elsewhere in the industry, the news ·
Joe·Jackson's Jumpin' Jive is not what you would expect from Joe Jackson. He's
of the merger has caused barely a rip- s:::_;_..-1A~~-;;~
taken the classics of jump, jive and swing music from the '40s and has redone
pie.
·· Us was just People with
them fairly faithfully.
_
typographical errors and more skin,"
The album contains three Cab Calloway tunes; Jumpin' Jive, We the Cats, and
said National Enqufrer spokesman
San Francisco Fan. A Lester Youn'g standard, Jumpin' With Symphony Sid, is
Floyd Zeitgeist. "And the only difalso included, with words by King Pleasure. But most of the tunes are from the
ference between them and our rag is
songbook of the inspirational Louis Jordan. ·
the glos.sy covers keep your hands
The band on Jumpin' Jive is in jazz trio·f ormat"with a trio of horn players addclean when you read them.''
ed. There is no guitar on the albutn.
Us magazine·writers have taken the
The LP is entertaining and it' swings. It brings to the fqrefront some of the
change more or less in stride. "We gotmusic that was not respectable, even unacceptable, in the '40s.
ta use' more big words and not so may
Joe Jackson seems disillusioned with the state of Rock 'n' Roll. His 1980
exclamation marks ," said Liz Dexia.
, release, Beat Crazy was an album of beat music which carried these words on its
"Otherwise, it's not gonna be much
inner sleeve.
different.''
This album represents a desperate a.ttempt to make some sense of Rock 'n' Roll.
People writer Bernie Desire offered
Deep in our hearts, we knew it was doomed to fail. The question remains: Why
this insight: "From now on, when we
did we try?
air out someone's dirty laundrv. thev'll
Listen to Jumpin' Jive and decide for yourself.
still lw · wearing it. Wet. Clinging.
You know?"
(Paul Gerardi is Musi c Director at WUCF-FM.)

Body Heat- steamy, stunning

\\\\\\\\\.

STUNTMAN

Jacks0n's 'Jive' looking beyond Rock 'n' Roll

..
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Italian ·Restaurant & Pizza

~

12309 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida

r

(1.4 MILE EAST OF QUALITY INN ON THE LEFT)

.i

~
~
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~

Jonathan Williams: a Personal Collection is a photo exhibit of the works
of Ansel Adams, Imogene Cunningham
and others. At Valencia's West Campus Gallery, Oct. 9 through Nov.6.

i

. The Amazing Kreskin performs Sept.

I
I

l

COME FOR THE BEST ITALIAN
COOKING & PIZZA IN TOWN
AND RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT
WITH YOUR UCF l.D. CARD

~

WE SPECIALIZE IN TAKE-OUT ORDERS

~

CALL

~

~

~

r

~· 25 at Valencia's East Campus at 701

~

!

" You really haven't tasted Italian Food until you try us."

l

Delight Yourself
By Trying Our:

*

..!(

•

HIGHWAY so

I

N. Econlockahatchee Trail. Tickets
are $6 foi· the 8 p.m. show. If you miss
this one, don't forget Mr. Fingers wiil
be in the SCA for an evening of "magic
and mentalism" on Oct. B· at 8 p.m.

Ybor s·q uare in Tampa is hosting its
Sixth Annual Fall Arts and Crafts
Festival on Saturday and Sunday (Oct.
3 and 4), fro.m 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission and parking are free in the
historic district which features landmarks .and unique shops in addition to
the d isplayed works 'o f more than 200
artists .
1

Winter Park didn't put the festive in
festival, but it's determined to keep it
there. The Autumn Art Festival on
Rollins' campus (S.aturday and Sunday, Oct. 10 and 11) should be a satisfying weekend of entertainment even
·
for art unenthusiasts .

The eighth annual Orlandol'on
Jazz band Clean Machine kicks off
opens Saturday, Sept. 26. The two-day
Salads, Spaghetti, Ravioli,
~
~
the
entertaininent at noon Saturday,
~ Lasagna, Manlcotti, Calzone,
.
/ UCF l ~ UCF BL
C convention of comic art and cartoonfollowed
by a dance recital by Ballet
t Steak Hambu.rgers, Subs,
VD.
J ing will feature .author Ron Goulart
an
Orlando troupe. After the .3.
Royal,
l Sicilian & Napolitan Pizza
·
\
t........................ ir,.~..,....,._..••.r-e~~·-..r-e~~··.r•&4Pt~•~......L6'••.tr•~ .................,,..~ and comic artist Gil Kane. At the In- p .m. awards ceremony, Latin jazz
ternational Inn, Saturday and Sunday,
from 10 a.m. Noted cartoonist, UCF group Big Bamboo will play from 4 to
instructor and comics collector Jim 5 p.m.
Ivey promises 'round the clock films,
BY SHOE SALESMEN POSING AS AUDIO EXPERTii?
·On Sunday, New Orleans Express.
dealers' tables and 35 to 40 Florida will play Dixieland Jazz from noon unTHEN IT'S TIME TO VISIT THE SPEAKERSHOP FOR A
~artoonists . Tickets are $6 for both
The Clubhouse Kids, a
til I p.m.
DOSE OF FACT INSTEAD OF FICl'ION.
days, $5 for one day.
young theater group, performs at 1
SPEAKER SYSTEMSp.m., followed by · Rosie O'Grady's
• KITS•CABINETS
Florida's state touring company will . Scottish Highlanders and Scottish dan• X-OVERS• DRIVERS
perf~rm "Dance Alive!" a repertoire of . cing at 2 p.m.
·
•COMPLETE SYSTEMS
classical pas de deux., jazz and contem•REPAIRS ON ALL BRANDS
Yes, but is it art? Seventy-five ot the
porary dance at the SCA. Showtime is
WHILE YOU WATCH
state's
finest artists 'will be displaying
8 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 7.
their work somewhere in and around
The Altamonte Community Jazz the pipers, the. players, the concession
Ensemble will be featured in "A Con- stands, the jazzmen, the spectators and
cert in the Park," an outdoor concert the merely lost.
Those interested in discovering how
in ·w estmonte Park off Spring Oaks Boulevard in Altamonte Springs. The so many will do so much with so little
concert is free, with "something for space are advised that the festival
everyone's musical tastes ." Sunday, hours are 9 to 5 p.m. Saturday, and
1019 W. FAIRBANKS AVE.
noon to 5 p.m . Sunday.
Oct. 4, at 5 p.m.
WINTER PARK, FL.
I
BLK.
EAST
OF
17-92
• 50 FEET WEST OF THE e
628-1735
WINTER PARK SINK HOLE

2 73-3 6 31

~

~

TIRED OF BEING SNOWED

---SPECIAL--Show Your Student l.D.
And Receive A 10% Discount
On All Services
Mon.-Wed.
(Not to be used with other discounts)
Complete Hairstyling For Men and Women

~

Command Performauee
HOURS
M-F 10 to 9
Sat. 9 to8
Sun. 12:30 to 5

Winter Park Mall
534 N. Orlando Ave.
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
628-8936
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Law sc~o.ols to visit campus

..

ROck
HOuse

The Eighth Annual University Pre-Law Day will be October 7, beginnin.g
at 11 a.m. in the Village Center Assembly Room (VCAR). Represent~tives
from various law schools including the University of Florida , Florida State,
Nova arid Cumberland will be providing information and. answering ques. tions on their program.
·
Sign-up sheets will be circulated at that time for students to reserve time
(between 1:36 - 3:30) for interviews with those scho~ls they are interested
in. While the program is open to any UCF student, it is particularly
·
beneficial to students close to graduation.
In addition, representatives from the Mercer Scho~l of Law will be on
campus from 3 to 5 p. m. on October 1. Also, a representative from the New
York Law School will be on campus from 10 ~.m. to 12 p.m. on October
29. Students wishing to interview with' either or both of these representatives should see Dr. Bledsoe in the Political Science Department for
scheduling. Interviews for these two schools will be in the Placement Office.
.... For further information on any of these upcoming activities, contact Dr. .
Bledsoe, the pre-law ~dvfser, in LIB 251 or call x-2608.
·

Are you tired of looking for
happiness? No m·atter what
you do, fulfillment can only
be found in Jesus Christ .
He wants you to know Him
personally. Come and
learn how great life caA
~.. bel Tuesdays ~t 7 p.m.
The Rock House
Youth Ministry of Calvary Asse.mbly
1199 Clay Street, Winter Park ·

. 644-1199
(located between Par and Fairbanks Exits of 1-4)

NEED AUTO INSURANCE?

BEGINNER OR ADV AN CEDCost is about the same as a
semester in a U.S. college:
'$2,889. Price includes je t round
trip to SevnJe from New York,
room, board; and tuition complete. Government grant and
loans available for eligible
students.

You need to call ...

1

898-2454

Hurry, it takes a lot of time to
Live with a Spanish f_a mily, at- make aU arrangements. We ,
.tend classes four hours a :day, · depart Jan. 31, ?nd return June 1,
four · da ys a week, four months . 1982. FULLY ACCREDITED - A
Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent program of Trinity Christian
to 4 semesters-taught in U.S.
College.

New FREE catalog lists the best in hypnotic self-help tapes.
All tested, proven, sold with complete money-back guarantee.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

PROSPERITY• SELF-CONFIDENCE• GOOD HEALTH
STQP.SMOKING•WEIGHT LOSS•E.S.P.•BETIER MEMORY
IMPROVE SEXUAL LIFE•MANY MORE!

2442 E. Collier S.E. Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

Send Today For Amazing FREE .Catalog.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-253-9008

UNIVERSAL CENTRE
P.O. BOX 188
FERN PARK, FL. 32730

HOURS
MON.-SAT. 8AM-9PM
SUNDA1 9AM-6PM

colleges over a two year time
span). Your Spanish studies will
beenhancedby opportunities not
available in a U.S. classroom .
Standardized tests show our
students' language skills superior
to students c,:ompleting two year
programs in U.S.

For Full Information
(In Mich., or if toll free line inoperative call 1-616-942-2541 collect)

GOLDENROD IGA

IN BELMONT PWA

UCF STUDENTS# BEER STORE

t MILE S. OF UNIVERISTV BLVD. .
ON tS-A

.l(ECS OF BEER $2.00 OVER ,COST
1-9 Kegs Purehased/$2.08 Ofer Store Cost $10.00 Depolit Per Keg
10-~P Kegs Purehased/$1.00 Ofer Store Cost $15.00 Deposit Per Tap
'

All Beer Sold For Cash O~ly-No Chee~ Please!

Cost _Based O.n Distributors Price To Store As Of Delwery

Flex Conditioners Aqua Fresh Toothpaste
.
\~i• . .99
fltg"/a . .
*1.79
• its" \,\\¢ . ¢ 'l.$9 , 6. 4
l
N
No limits!!
0 Im

.

.I.

r------------------------------1
Tony's Hamburger, Pepperoni,
. . or Sausage - ·

I
l

Pizza 99¢.

r---------------.-------~------1

,,.,.,

· Busch Beer · ,~

\,,,,_

6/12oz. Cans

.$1.29

,'Jj 11~, · l
~ ''

• OZ.

••

Store Coupon Good 'till 10/9/81 .
·1
lim_it 1W/Coupon and *15.00 or More Purchase Please .I
Excluding Sale Items
I

14oz. Size ·
Store Coupon hod 'till 10/9/81
limit 1 W/Coupon and *15.00 or More Purchase Please
·
Excluding·Sale Items · ·

~-----------------------------J L---------------------~-------J
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The c.-eerdedsioq you make~ . ·
could inftuence natiOnal secuntytomorrow.
For professionals at NSA contribute to the dual
missions of foreign intelligence ·production and
communications security.
Our Electronic Engineers, Computer Scientists
and Mathematicians are working with systems at the
cutting edge of technology.. ·
Career opportunities and challenge await you
in any of these NSA .career fields.
Electronic: Engineering: There are opportunities in a variety of research and development
projects ranging from individual equipments to very
complex interactive systems involving large n.umbers
of microprocessors, mini-computers -and computer
graphi~. Professional growth is enhanced through·
interaction with highly experienced NSA professionals and through contacts in the industrial and academic worl45. Facilities for engineering analysis and
design automation are among the best available.
Computer Scienc:e: At NSA you'll discover
one of the largest computer installations in the world
with almost every major vendor of computer equipment represented. NSA careers provide mixtures of
such disciplines as systems analysis and design,
scientific applications programming, data base
management systems, operating systems, computer
networking/security, and graphi~.

-blank below and send it to Mr. Bernard Norvell,
Mathematics: You'll work on diverse
.Agency problems applying a variety of mathematical College Recruitment Manager, National Securicy
disciplines. Specific ~ignments might include solv- Agency, Attn: Office of Employment (M32R) , Fort
ing communications-related problems, performing George G. Meade, Maryland 20755.
An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. citizenlong-range mathematical research or evaluating
ship required.
new techniques for communications security.
NSA also offers a salary and benefit prograty1
that's trulycompetitive with private industry. There
are assignments for those who wish to travel and
abundant good living in the Baltimore-Washington
area for tho·se who wish to stay close to home.
Countless cultural, historical, recreational
and educational opportunities are just minutes away
.from N¥s CQnvenient suburban location.
A~ NSA yolli: future will be linked to the
natioh's.\The ~\tal ·role that the National Security
Agency p)ays de'mands and ensures constant chal- I I'd like more information about citreer ~pportunities with , SA.
lenge and proLes.5ional growth.
.
.I
Tu nod out .~ore about NSA career opporI Name (print) - - ---''------ - -- tunities, schedule an_interview through your college !
I Address
P.la~emen~office. For-addition_al info:mation ?n the I
Phone No. _ _ __
I
National cu-ruy Agency, fill m the mformatton

r-------------------1
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would conflict with a Rolling Stones
concert already scheduled. Rumors of
being forced to cancel Pablo Cruise
began to fly.
Then Wednesday afternoon, Bartholemew found out promoters of the
Stones concert had moved it's Nov. I
T-Bowl date up to Oct. 24. Franzese
described the decision as the one " we
were waiting on before we could consider moving the date."
Still, Bartholemew maintained that
nothing wilt be fin al until the contracts
are signed. He said he expects that to
happen today.
'Tm 99 percent sure, but in the
music business, that one percent can
kill you. " _

Pablo Cruise originated in 1973 in
the San Francisco Bay area. Members
of the group came from two groups:
Stone Ground and It's a Beatttiful Day .
Pable Cruise is known for its West
Coast rock sound and has had severa1
hit rec~rds including: "Love Will. Find
a Way," "Don't Want to Live Without
It," and "Watcha Gonna Do?"

.

.

Concer~-from page 1

1
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News editor
Ste~e Longcrier
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Wanda Garfield
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The Future is published weekly in the
fall and spring and bi-weekly in the summer at the University of Central Flroida:
It is written and edited by students with
offices in the Art Complex on Libra Drive~
Address correspondence to the Future,
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando 32816. Letters
and news announcements must be submitted by 5 p. m. Monday to be considered for
publication in the next issue.
Opinions expressed in the Future are
tliose of the editor or the writer and not
necessarily those of the Uni versity Board
of Publications or administration.

Your l.D. is the key
to savings offered by
Future Advertisers.
Use It!
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SPORTS
Search for first win on road tomo.rrow

Fighting Knights come Up short again
by Vince Cotroneo
Future staff

In the first fqotball game of the
season, UCF held its opponent from
scqring but could not put any points on
the board. The Knights l~d early in
game two, but still came up on the
short end · of 14-9 score against
Elizabeth City State University.
·
Not oniy did the Knights lose,· the
game, but they also lost the services of
quarterback Bob Burkhart-probably
for the full season.
·Just one minute into the second
quarter, Burkhart, who replaced Mike
Wood after Wood suffered a broken

jaw against Presbyterian, rolled right
and was for ced to run. He was hit going out of bounds and broke the clavicle in his shoulder.
Because of the setback , head coach
Don Jonas went to his third quarterback of the year, ~ike McCrary.
Burkhart was intercepted on the
Knights: first drive, trying for six points
on a thifd down. After· both t~ams exchanged punts, UCF took advantage of
a Viking error.
A 25-yard punt gave UCF , a first
down inside Viking territory. UCF
drove to the 23-yard line before Scott
.Ryerson booted his first Knight field
goalfor a 3-0 lead.

Behind Vikings ~ in the second .
quarter UCF engineered two more
drives that put points on the board.
Ryerson came fn two more times and
converted tries from 33 and 36 yards
out. .The Knights went into halftime
leading 9-0 . . .

ed the scoring with a 43 jaunt through
the middle of the line that gave the
·Vikings a 14-9 lead they would never
relinquish.
·
' UCF drove to the Viking five-yard
line with three remaining in the game,
but McCrary .fumbled the snap . on a
fourth and goal situation from the .five
In the second half,. Elizabeth City - and ended UCF's last s~rious threat.
grinded out one drive and relied on the
Tomorrow, UCF takes its first road
big play for their two scores.
The Vikings drove 7 5 yards and ate - trip -of. 1981, going to Jackson, Mi.ss.
five minutes off the clock late in the· . against Millsaps College. The Knight
third quarter. With 54 seconds left in lost to the Majors last season in the
the third quart.er, Elizabeth City trail- T-Bowl, 8-7 . UCF enter~ the contest
ed only 9-7 .
without a win in 1981 while Millsaps
After taking UCF' s first punt of the will put its 14 game winning streak on
final quarter, haffback J~mes Best end- · the line.

Ski club .finishes fifth but sets new record
.

by Vince Cotroneo
Future staff

Out of ten teams, the UCF ski club
finished fifth overall in the Brevard
Community College Tournament but,
despite the outcome, the club came up
with some fine individual performances.

·r;

<6

•

Even though the squad only finish~d
fifth, Ski Club President Linda Weaver
is pleased with the team at this point.
"We have a good foundation with
some consistent three event skiers,' ~
said Weaver. "With the addition of
world champion skiers Karin and Carl ·
Roberge in the spring, we could have a
fi rst place team."

On O ct. 3 and 4, UCF and Rollins
will be co-hosting the first Sou them .
.Conference team trials .at Lake David,
in Groveland, Fla.
The top two
schools out of the ten competing will
The Knights ~en's sqad finished then represent the Southern Region in
third in jumping. Jim Calhoun placed the Intgercollegiate Nationals held in
second in trick skiing with a run of San Diego on Oct. 17 and 18:
1530 points.
Calhoun competed
Weaver stresses that the team does
against SO skiers in the event.
need women skiers. · The club has
The best accomplishment fo r UCF meetings every Wednesday in the Stuwas provided by Betw Harris. Harris dent's Organizations Lounge at 2:30
set a new schoo} 'jump record with a p.m. and practices at Lake Whipporwill.
leap of 72 feet.

The tourney was held last yv-eekend
·at Kiwanis Island. Cross-town r ival
Rollins won the competition, followed
by the University of Florida .

Mark Schledom/Future

Bob "Big Bird" Frevert loses. control in jump attempt at the Brevard Community_
College Intercollegiate Tournament.

.Fencing hopes to ret~rn as sport at UCF
by Vince Cotroneo
Future staff

For the past three weeks, there has
been an attempt to r~juvenate an old
·
sport .at UCF.
Every Monday evening from 7 to 10
p.m. in the gy~ multi-purpose room,

team to ~ompete."
Fencing as a sport ·has be~n
established in the state university
system for 12 years. UCF's last squad
·
" It's a shame to me, " said Martinez, was fielded back in 1979 .
a UCF student " A waste of potenfial
Martinez has been around the world
and equipment, so I want to ha ve a
Esteban (Steve) Martinez is tryi ng to
get fencing back into the UC:F sports
picture.

but got interested in fencing while staying in H.onduras. Fencing there was
.required as a class. Now he has been
fencing ,for eight years.
Last year , Steve won the Florida Intercollegiate Fencing Association ·sta_te
championship in all three categories of
fencing so he is more than qualified to
lea d the instructions.
The vicep resident of the club is Melinda Andrews.
Because it is just starting agam, m e
instru ctions are for anyone. "We' re
going through the basics of fencing,"
sa id MartineZ'. 'Tm placing a lot of
emphasis on advancing and retreating
because they are the most important
phases of fencing."

•

. The instrucation will continue every
Monday evening. Hopefully, the team
will be ready to compete by
November.
"I hope to be able to have three or
four people who are far enough advanced in fencing to compete," said
Martinez. "I want us to do a good job
be cau~e we will he representing UCF."
Melinda Andrews and Steve Martinez show basic move of fencing
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Reeomlitioned R-diators in Stoek
For Mod Passenger Cars

''LOW PRICES''
"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION.
IN UCFAREA

llllllli1
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

MASTER CllMOE • VISA• AMERICAN EXPRESS

2.75-9327

t0662 E. Col11ial Dr. , Union Park

Runners.pick up pace
by Elizabeth Perkins
Future staff

You may have noticed them in their
fluore.scent Nikes or Adidas running
garb. Or maybe you see them pounding the pavement around campus at
dusk. It is cross-country season again,
and while they may not be out in force
they are out to win.
The men and women competed in
their first regular season meet
September 19 at USF following two exhibition meets e~rlier this month. The
men turned in a fin al · score of 64, just
10 points behind first place USF with
senior Bruce Caldwell crossing the line
first. for UCF. Jackie Nations fared
well for the women considering she is
the sole runner comprising the
women's squad.
The cross-country team has slated six
regular season meets this year, the last
being the Sunshine State Conference
Championsh ip at Biscayne College.
Cross country coach Bill Moon is looking forward to the ch ampionships, "It
is always nice to win your conference
ti tle," he said. Last year the Knights
took first place in both the men and
women's races. This year the men 's
squad is fa vored to win.
The team faces a trying race tomorrow against St. Leo College. The
toughness·will not be in the team but in
the terrain. The St. Leo course will be
run on hills, something the runners
don't have to contend with here at
home.
'.fhis years men's squad consists of
returning runners Bruce Caldwell,
Mike Harnage, Byran Meewes, and
freshmen David Smith, Jody Johnston

and Bill Fay.
This will be Calwell's first season
with the Knights. Being a transfer s~u
dent, he had to sit out of competition
last year. He is making up for that in a
big way by currently running number
~ne for the team. ·Moon feels fortunate
to have him running.
"He provides the experience and
leadership that takes years to develop.
He is a world class runner," Moon
said.
Right on .his heels are Harnage and
Meewes. "They are trying very hard to
catch up to him," he said. He is also
proud of.his freshmen. "They are making steadfast improvement. All three
have dropped three seconds off their
times since the last race."
Moon is disappointed in his women's
squad, or rather lack of it. "We felt
like we would have a good ladies team
this year, but we lost two runners to
Tulsa and Alabama."
Still, coach Moon is grateful to have
Nations running. He boasts of her running ahility as "premier in Division
II." Mter placing seventh in regionals
last year, Moon has high expectations
of her this year. "She is a tremendous
young lady , I wish we could have
enough for a team."
Moon doesn't take full credit for the
success of the team. He feels "very fortunate" to have Angelo Cusimano
assist with the coaching, he said. "He
·(Cusimano) has a vast knowledge of
running and a .real knack for
coaching:"

Waterheds
Complete With Frame

*74.95 (Reg. *79.95)
·With Staient t D.
· One Two Fingers®Dorm Shirt
Yours for S695

678-1951 florida •terhed corporation 2457 ALOMA

It'll cover you up. It'll keep you warm. Besides, it
says you have gooa t~ste when it comes to Tequila.
Two Fingers. Order one up . . . the tequila and the
Dorm Shirt. Just fill out the coupon below and send
along $6.95 for each shirt. The rest is up to you.
Send check or money order to:
Two Fingers Tequila Merchandise Offer
P.O. Box 02609, Detroit, MI 48202
. Please send me _ _. Dorm Shirt(s) . I have enclosed
$6.95 for each Dorm Shirt ordered.
Specify women's size(s): D Small D Medium
0 Large 0 Extra Large

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
WITH

Name

Dillinger
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No purchase required . Allow 4·6 weeks
for cieliver:y. Offer good in Continental
U.S. only. Void where prohibited by law.
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expires August 31 , 1982.

© 1981 . Imported and bottled
by Hiram Walker & Sons. Inc. .
Burlingame, CA. Tequila , 80 Proof.
Product of Mexico.
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Top ·40 •Variety
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High school achievers
sought for scholarships

THE HAill SD.O P
Precision Style Cut $ 7 ~O~
Full Service Salon

Walk-Ins Welcome
by LizPoole
Futvresblff

The Florida Academic Scholarship
program has introduced a new scholarship concentrating · on, academically
gifted students.
The state funded scholarship will be
employed in Florida's public and
private uqiversities and ~ill provide
up to $ 500 per student per semester' w
student must mamtain a 3.2 grade
point average while taking 24 semester
credits to sustain the scholarship.
Don Baldwin, director of financial
aid, described the scholarship as "a '
good program with the intent to keep
bright students in Florida."
Students who wish to apply for the
scholarship must be National Merit
semi-finalist, or in the top 2 percent of ·
their high school class, with at least a

3.5 GPA.
Deadline for. 1981-1982 applications
is Oct. ·23. Students must re-apply for
this scholarship in January as well as
all other scholar,ships.

At A Glance- from page 2
will speak on and demonstrate sales ·
•

techniques involved in marketing
business products.
All interested
students are invited to at~end .

•••
The Association of International
Students helps foreign students adjust,
both .academically and socially, ' to
UCF college· life.
The association, including students
from all over the world, is planning
participation in the homecoming
,.. parade, a steel band class and an Inter:
national Hour to be broadcast on
WUCF-FM. Interested students should
sfop by the q.ssociation meeting
Wednesday at 1 p.m. or 2 p.m. in room
154 of the Student Center, or call
275-2653.

•••
Rep. Bobby Brantley (R-Altamonte
Springs) will speak at UCF Sept. 28 on
,.. problems and policies of Florjda's
penal system.
·
Brantley, appearing in the Student
Organizations Lounge at 4 p.m., is the
only member of the state's Corrections
Committee to have personally visited
each state institution. The UCF College Republicans is sponsoring · the
event.

·Update
· There has been a three to four week
. delay with the opening of UCF' s
24-hour banking service. According to
Richard Lavender of Facilities Planning the contractors hired to construct
the building (located between the
Educa_tion Building and Administration Building) have had slow deliveries
of needed materials.
Lavender said the contractors are
almost done, and the automatic tellers
• of Sun Bank, Citizen's Bank of Oviedo,
and CornBank should be servicing
students within two to three weeks .

•••
Members of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity will apply new mulch to the
exercise trail.
According to Loren
Knutson of Recreational Services, 16
yards of saw dust mulch and rough
mulch will be laid on the trail located
in the area of the university's main entrance.

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)

UNION PARK

ReWard

282-1700
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8.

-Wanted,

STUDENTS
* SUNROOFS & INSTALLATION
TRUCKS - VANS & AUTOS
* WINDOW TINTING
*.VAN ACCESSORIES
* AUTO ACCESSORIES
* AUTO POLISHING .
AUTO LOUVERS

*

REGISTER FOR FREE SUNROOF
4945 5. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
ORLANDO. FLORIDA.32809

•Individuals
•Couples
•Groups
•Composits
•Weddings
•Dances & Parties
•Passports
•License
•I.D.
•Color &B/W

10% DISCOUNT WITH I.D. CARD

Fotographic Services .
1809 East Colonial Drlve 696-2050
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10100
Letters
Students need handbook

I

Editor:
I am writing to you with the hope that I can ease some of the problems that
face the·new international students each year.
A booklet could be written outlining the different areas of university life that
faces each student. The booklet should include as much 'information about the
university as possible.
A section could be dedicated to the types of housing that
be available on or
near the campus to enable the students to arrange their housing before they arrive in the United -States. An estimated outline of expenses the student could expect to incur "c ould also be included in this section on housing.
To help an international studenHeel more at home in this new country there
could be a section describing the different associations, fraternities and sororities
located on campus.
Sharon Lee Johnson

l
I

will

Ii

. ~V< ~f;_Y!~/Universities should open
committee meeting doors
Two ,judges" decisions are pitted against one another in a
debate which will determine
how much the public should
know about university affairs.
The issue centers on whether
the Sunshine Law extends to
university committees which
help select university deans· and
department heads. .
TP.e University of Florida
newspaper, the Independent
Florida .Alligator, and other
state newspapers -coq.tend that
such committee meetings are
open to the public. They filed a
suit against UF to force the
university to open meetings of
_the College of Law Dean Search
and Screen Committee.
They won ·the suit in July
when Circuit Judge Benjamin
M . Tench ruled the Sunshine
Law does -cover such commit-

Beach constru.ction levels
natural barrier to storms

Editor: .
.
One of the most conflicting arguments on Long Beach Island, New Jersey is the
matter of our dunes and the building of residential hornes on them.
committee filled the dean's post
A similar situation has occurred here in Florida. With the number of people
moving from the cities up North, the amount of room in Florida for. bui~ding is
last week.
The Future stands behind decreasing. As a result, the contractors here are bu'i lding condominiums right on
·
Tench's decision, and hopes the the beaches and dunes.
In 1962, the residents of Long Beach Island found out how important the dunes
appeals court will do the same.
are. In March of '62 a northeast storm hit the island and caused the ocean and
The Sunshine . Law dictates bay to rise enormously. As a result, it caused the ocean to break ·through the
that · ~ all meetings of any board dune line and caused millions of dollars of damage.
With this eviden.ce of what happened in 1962, I hope the contractors will
or commission of any state agenrealize
the importance of the dunes and refrain from building homes on them,
cy" must be open to the public.
·

Selection •committees are
Terence A. Longordo
designated .by unive:r:-sity ad. ministrators for a specific .function and should be classified as a Editor:
l'n reference to the recent slandering of our collective brotherhood the Greek
"board or commission." They
Anti-Defamation
League, I off~~ this response.
fill positions financed by state
First of all, Coitus A. Phallus is obviously a Freudian and A. Ax9lotl sounds
funds (totalling $75,000 a year
like an Aztec .
in the case of the law college
Second, our Greek systems gets its name from both the alphabet with which we
dean) . They provide the leader- . adorn our chests and from the HI principles of integrity, honor, justice, reason,
ship in an area of particular _ brotherhood and athletic competition handed down by ancient Greece. We are
public concern--university ·a s much copycats of the Golden Age as were the Romans (as for the Phoenicians
they' re a horde of°godless pagans in league with Thors Heyerdahl in a vain ateducation.
tempt to defile the good name of Christopher Columbus).
Considering their importance,
Third, our instinct for celebration is · also inherited from the early Greeks.
.w hy should universities be ex- Every keg we drain, every flask we fondle, every drop we drink is dedicated to
empt from government in the the memory and spirit -of Bacchus,- the Greek god of the. party.
Copastetically,
t~es.
sunshine laws which affect other
Tom Camarata
Last month UF cha1lenged state institutions?
Chi Phi Fraternity-Beta Zeta Chapter
Tench's decision in the 2nd
District · Court of Appeal in
The Legislature has already
Lakeland. The decision is pen- exempted .selection committees Eili~r:
.
ding.
for university presidents or the
I .appreciate your printing my letter on th~ topic of abortion, but you made a
The need to clarify the law state chancellor from public critical mistake in my letter that I would appreciate if you corrected.
You printed on Sept. 11, 1981 : "Birth control deals with killing an inf ant durwas highlighted Sept. 17 when scrutiny. This is enough of a
ing
development."
Circuit Judge· Elzie Sanders compromise. The appeals deciThis is precisely -the opposite meaning I gave it.
denied a petition by the Indepen- sion shouldn't allow another.
I wrote: "Birth control deals with preventing a pregnancy.' Abortion deals
_d ent Florida Alligator to stop
Tl;ie public must kn9w the with ki1ling an infant during development. . A pro-choice person would
the selection of a new UF dean criteria and considerations used · ask,'"What's the difference?"'
of student services. After in selecting its state university
But, besides this, I again appreciated your printing of my letter.
numerous closed meetings a leadership.
Jim Forest

Greeks honor Greek l~gacy

Future corrects itself ·

Editor:
When will women wake up and realize they must fight
for the right to make their own decisions? Women are still
oppressed and under the heel of the ·male popuJation. If·
. men are not openly persecuting women, they do . it in
hypocritical, subtle w_ays.
John Calvin, who was responsible for the burning and
torture of 30,000 witches (and not one warlock) is an example of open persecution of women. Here are some of the
subtle ways in which men persecute and take advantage of
~oppression women today:
Lower pay for women holding the same jobs that pay
higher salaries to men.
· Women are led to believe they must have regular (costly
1 and embarrassing) pap smears as if they are destined to
1
have cancer of the cervix. Without it they are denied
many needed prescr.iptions. They have no choice.
~

Women victims
of 'subtle'

..

Women are kept flat on their backs during childbirth.
Common sense would suggest a mother should be elevated
to take advantage of the pull of gravity.
Women who have had small cancers of the. breast have
_been subjected to complete butchery of the upper torso.
One must see this butchery to realize how horrible it is.
Had it been the male body, I think less radical procedures
would have prevailed.
.
Men (boys?) hanging out of car windows yelling at
women, giving them the ole wolf whistle! Women have
been conditioned to accept this disr.espectful custom, some
even think it flattering.
While men are stockpiling nuclear weapons against imaginary enemies (we already have enough to kill every person 12 times over) , man still points his hypocritical finger
at woman and says you cannot have an abortion: Thou
shalt not kill.
Letter, page 15

Fu~ure-

Letter

HEY

- - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 14

In a recent article, I thought I quoted the most hypocritical statement ot the
century (the comment leveled against Judge O'Connor by the Right-To-Lifers).
Well I was wrong. I repent. Here is the most hypocritical statement of the century by the most hypocritical right-to lifer of all, Hitler. "The use of contraceptives means a violoation of nature and a degradation of womanhood,
motherhood and love ... Nazi ideals demand that the practice of abortion shall be
exterminated with a strong hand."
One last word to the wise-Father Pat Powers and James Forest. I will admit
abortion is probably a tick on society's back, but let us not strain at a knat and
swallow a camel. As long as the world condones the wholesale slaughter of the
living in acts of aggressiqn and war, why engage' in tick-picking? May I suggest
one individual that has loved and been loved is worth more than a thousand
fetuses.

ForEyeS!
At no extra charge:
o Photogrey Lenses
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o ·Quality Guaranteed
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